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Letter

Recent de novo origin of human protein-coding genes
David G. Knowles and Aoife McLysaght1
Smurfit Institute of Genetics, University of Dublin, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland
The origin of new genes is extremely important to evolutionary innovation. Most new genes arise from existing genes
through duplication or recombination. The origin of new genes from noncoding DNA is extremely rare, and very few
eukaryotic examples are known. We present evidence for the de novo origin of at least three human protein-coding genes
since the divergence with chimp. Each of these genes has no protein-coding homologs in any other genome, but is supported
by evidence from expression and, importantly, proteomics data. The absence of these genes in chimp and macaque cannot be
explained by sequencing gaps or annotation error. High-quality sequence data indicate that these loci are noncoding DNA in
other primates. Furthermore, chimp, gorilla, gibbon, and macaque share the same disabling sequence difference, supporting
the inference that the ancestral sequence was noncoding over the alternative possibility of parallel gene inactivation in
multiple primate lineages. The genes are not well characterized, but interestingly, one of them was first identified as an upregulated gene in chronic lymphocytic leukemia. This is the first evidence for entirely novel human-specific protein-coding
genes originating from ancestrally noncoding sequences. We estimate that 0.075% of human genes may have originated
through this mechanism leading to a total expectation of 18 such cases in a genome of 24,000 protein-coding genes.
[Supplemental material is available online at http://www.genome.org. The sequence data from this study have been
submitted to GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/) under accession nos. FJ713693, FJ713696, and FJ713697.]
New genes are a rich substrate for evolution to act upon. New genes
frequently arise through duplication of existing genes, or through
fusion, fission, or exon shuffling between genes (Long et al. 2003).
Origination of genes from noncoding DNA is extremely rare: A few
eukaryotic examples are known in yeast and Drosophila (Levine
et al. 2006; Begun et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008) and
a very recent paper reported initial evidence for this process in
a primate ancestor (Toll-Riera et al. 2009). No cases have been
previously reported in human.
Analysis of the differential presence and absence of genes in
different genomes is hampered by incomplete genome sequence
and annotation artifacts (Clamp et al. 2007). We undertook a rigorous and systematic analysis of the human genome to identify
protein-coding genes with no counterpart in the chimp and macaque genomes. Essential to this analysis is an extremely strict and
conservative set of criteria to exclude artifacts due to annotation
errors or sequencing gaps. The central pillar of this analysis is
a synteny framework to examine candidate novel genes. The
synteny approach allowed us to pinpoint the expected location of
the gene in other primate genomes and meticulously examine that
region for evidence of protein-coding capacity. After careful exclusion of all cases where there might be an ortholog in another
genome or where the annotated human gene is unreliable, we
identified three novel human protein-coding genes that have
originated from noncoding DNA since the divergence with chimp.

Results and Discussion
Identification of human genes with no protein-coding match
in protein database or syntenic chimp genomic region
We built blocks of conserved synteny between human and chimp
using unambiguous 1:1 orthologs identified as reciprocal best
BLASTP hits with no other similarly strong hits. The synteny blocks
1
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we produced span 91% and 85% of the human and chimp genomes, respectively, and 21,195 (94%) of the 22,568 human protein-coding genes annotated by Ensembl are located within these
blocks. Because we only used 1:1 orthologous regions, lineagespecific segmental duplications are excluded from this analysis.
We exploited the extremely high gene order conservation
between human and chimp to infer the expected location in
chimp of all candidate novel genes and to scrutinize that region of
genome for any evidence of the capacity to produce an orthologous protein. We defined the expected location of a chimp
ortholog of a human gene to be within 10 genes on either side of
the location of the human gene where the location was projected
from the human genome to chimp along the most closely located
1:1 orthologs (Fig. 1).
We initially identified 644 human proteins with no BLASTP
hit in chimp. For 425 of these there was a sequence or assembly gap,
of at least the size of the human gene, within the expected location
of the ortholog in the chimp genome. These cases were excluded
from further analysis because we cannot exclude the trivial explanation that they are absent from the chimp genome simply because
they have yet to be sequenced. For the remaining cases we used
BLAT and Ssearch to examine the expected location of the gene for
nucleotide similarity indicative of an undetected but valid ortholog. For 150 cases we found a similar annotated protein that had
been missed in the initial BLASTP due to low sequence complexity
or that the open reading frame (ORF) was present intact in chimp or
macaque with no clear exclusion from producing a protein, though
it is not annotated as a gene, so we infer that the ortholog is likely to
be present. We also excluded human genes with an annotated and
plausible ortholog in any other species (see Methods).
To minimize the chance that the gene of interest is itself an
annotation artifact, we only considered human genes that are
classified as ‘‘known’’ by Ensembl (i.e., they are also annotated in
databases other than Ensembl) and that have expressed sequence
tag (EST) support for transcription.
Finally, we searched the syntenic region in chimp and macaque to identify the orthologous DNA. All of these stringent filtering steps left three human protein-coding genes (CLLU1,
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Figure 1. Schematic of analysis pipeline. The expected location of genes with no BLASTP hit was scrutinized for any evidence of a homologous proteincoding gene. The expected location of a gene is indicated by green shading and was defined as a 10 gene window on either side of the gene of interest
projected onto the syntenic location in the other genome. Candidate genes were excluded if there was a sequencing gap in the expected location (or
local inversions that rendered the expected location ambiguous) or similar sequence at the expected location with no clear exclusion from producing
a protein.

C22orf45, and DNAH10OS) which have no apparent ortholog in
any other species’ genome, but where there is sequence similarity
at the nucleotide level at the expected location of the gene in
chimp and macaque (Table 1). Although the chimp and macaque
sequence from the syntenic location is highly similar, there is no
potential ORF from the same start codon or in the same reading
frame aligning to at least half of the human protein. Furthermore,
a BLASTP similarity search against all of GenBank confirms the
absence of annotated paralogs or orthologs of these genes in any
sequenced genome. We hypothesize that these genes have originated de novo in the human lineage, since the divergence with
chimp from ancestrally noncoding sequence.

Sequence characteristics and expression evidence
Each of these three genes is coded for by an ORF uninterrupted by
introns, though they do contain introns in the untranslated
regions (UTRs). All of the predicted proteins are short with lengths
ranging from 121 to 163 amino acids. Both the short length and
the lack of introns within the coding sequence are expected
properties of newly arisen genes because of the improbability of
the evolution of a long ORF and the complexity of intron splicing
signals. UTR introns are likely to be more easily acquired than
coding region introns due to lower constraints (Hong et al. 2006).
Little is known about these proteins and none of them has any
complex protein domains annotated.
The expression of each of these genes is supported by several
lines of evidence, including at least one complete, spliced cDNA
sequence (Table 1). There are many examples in the literature of new
genes with functionality in brain and testis (Burki and Kaessmann
2004; Emerson et al. 2004; Begun et al. 2007; Potrzebowski et al.
2008; Rosso et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008). One of the novel genes is

expressed in male reproductive tissue and one was identified in
brain tissues, but they were also identified in many other tissues
(Table 1) and there is no statistical trend.

Human-specific mutations alter protein-coding capacity
To further investigate the hypothesis of de novo origins in the
human lineage we examined the nature of the nucleotide sequence
differences between human, chimp, and macaque in the homologous regions of genome corresponding to the location of the gene.
In particular, we focused on ‘‘disablers’’—sequence differences that
cause the inferred protein to be truncated or not translated at all.
We examined the corresponding chimp and macaque sequences
for the presence or absence of an ATG start codon, frameshiftinducing indels that result in an early stop codon, or nucleotide
differences which result in an early stop codon (Figs. 2–4). In most
cases there are multiple disabling sequence differences in both
chimp and macaque. Several of these disablers are indels in chimp
or macaque that result in a drastically different hypothetical protein sequence, as well as early termination, which alone do not
prove that the ancestral sequence is noncoding because we cannot
orient the changes (the available data are uninformative of the
ancestral sequence), but which lend credence to the inference that
the sequences are noncoding. Critically, for all three of the human
genes we found that the chimp and macaque sequences shared one
disabler and that the critical sequence difference is supported by
high-quality sequence traces in all three genomes (Figs. 2–4; Table
1). To further confirm this we resequenced the DNA in the three
orthologous regions in one chimp individual and verified the
critical, shared sequence differences (GenBank accession numbers
FJ713693, FJ713696, FJ713697). We also searched the NCBI trace
databases of all other primates for sequence matches to the gene
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ENSG00000178803

ENSG00000204626

C22orf45

DNAH10OS

163

159

121

Expression support
and tissueb

Primate shared
disablersc

42

1-bp indele
EST/cDNA: Blood (AJ845165,
AJ845166); UniGene: Blood,
embryonic tissue, eye, lymph,
lymph node, muscle, pharynx,
tonsil (Hs.339918)
87 (25 amino acids EST/cDNA: Kidney, other
Premature
(AX747284, AK091970,
align with human
stop codon
sequence)
DA635985); ArrayExpress:
Sperm, lung (E-GEOD-6872,
E-GEOD-3020)
10-bp indel
90 (75 amino acids EST/cDNA: Hippocampus
(AK127211); UniGene: Blood,
align with human
sequence)
embryonic tissue, eye, lymph,
lymph node, muscle, pharynx,
tonsil (Hs.339918)

Longest
chimp ORFa

Reverse strand is available
and conserved in Venter

Sequence available and
enabler conserved in all

Presence of enabler in
other human complete
genome sequencesd

c

b

1 nonsyn.

1 syn.;
1 nonsyn.

HapMap
SNPs

Chimp: 2- and 1-bp indels; Reverse strand is available
Macaque: lacks ATG start
and conserved in Venter, 1 syn.;
codon; 13-, 8-, 1-, and
Watson and HuAA
1 nonsyn.
1-bp indels

Chimp: 1-bp indel;
Macaque: lacks ATG
start codon; 4-bp indel

Macaque: 4- and 1-bp
indels

Other major
sequence differences

Length in codons of longest in-frame (alignable) ORF starting from any ATG in the region.
Type of data/database is listed followed by tissue information with database identifiers in parentheses. Underlined accession numbers are full-length, spliced cDNA.
Shared disablers are sequence differences shared by chimp, gorilla, orangutan, gibbon, and macaque that eliminate the capacity to produce a protein similar to the human protein.
d
Independently sequenced whole genomes: Venter, Watson, HuAA, HuBB, HuCC, HuDD, and HuFF. All data are listed where available.
e
Not shared with orangutan.

a

ENSG00000205056

Ensembl ID

CLLU1

Gene name

Length
(codons)

Table 1. Novel human protein-coding genes and supporting evidence.
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and identified a total of 12 nucleotide
substitutions between human and chimp
(pooled over all three genes). Using macaque to orient the changes, we observed
that seven of the substitutions occurred
in the chimp lineage and five in the human lineage. Of the human-specific substitutions, three are synonymous changes
and two are nonsynonymous. The chimp
DNA is noncoding so it is not strictly
possible to consider synonymous or nonsynonymous changes; however, we can say
what the effect of that mutation would be
in human (i.e., in an intact ORF). In this
way we can infer that of the seven chimp
substitutions, four are synonymous-like
and three are non-synonymous-like. The
amount of sequence divergence between
human and chimp in these regions is low
(just under 1%), which is not surprising
given the close relationship of the two
species. The number of substitutions (and
of non-synonymous-like substitutions) is
higher in the chimp lineage, which is
consistent with the hypothesis that these
regions are noncoding DNA in chimp.
However, there is no statistical power to
measure the significance of this observation.

Support from peptide databases
Even though each of these genes has good
expression evidence, we sought further
support for the veracity of these proteincoding genes because of the possibility
that they are noncoding RNA or the possibility of contamination of transcription
databases with genomic sequence and expressed pseudogenes (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007). Many proteomics
studies extract proteins from healthy
cells, tissues, or fluids and survey the complement of proteins by sequencing short
peptides through various methods (Roe
and Griffin 2006). These data are thus
a direct verification of the presence of a
translated gene product. We searched the PRIDE (Martens et al.
2005) and PeptideAtlas (Deutsch et al. 2005) databases of short
sequenced peptides with the gene names and found that all of the
three genes have peptide matches indicating true protein-coding
activity (Table 2). In all cases the peptides were sequenced from
blood plasma samples. Each of these peptide matches is unique to
these genes in that they do not display significant similarity to any
other proteins in all of GenBank or to any hypothetical translation
of the human genome, other than themselves, even with a very
loose E-value threshold (Table 2). C22orf45 and DNAH10OS have
two sequenced peptides each, and in the case of C22orf45, peptides uniquely matching this protein were identified in nine different experiments (Table 2). The peptide matching CLLU1 was
detected a total of 903 times in three different samples (PeptideAtlas
accession number PAp00140670).

Figure 2. Sequence changes in the origin of CLLU1 from noncoding DNA. (A) Region of conserved
synteny between human and chimp chromosomes 12. Genes are indicated by rectangular boxes and
the region of chromosome is indicated by a horizontal line. Unambiguous 1:1 orthologs that were used
to infer the synteny block are shown in red. One gene in this region, chronic lymphocytic leukemia upregulated gene 1 (CLLU1), had no BLASTP hits in any other genome and is shown in green. (B) Multiple
sequence alignment of the gene sequence of the human gene CLLU1 and similar nucleotide sequences
from the syntenic location in chimp and macaque. The start codon is located immediately following the
first alignment gap, which was inserted for clarity. Stop codons are indicated by red boxes. The sequenced peptide identified from this locus is indicated in orange. The critical mutation that allows the
production of a protein is the deletion of an A nucleotide, which is present in both chimp and macaque
(indicated by an arrow). This causes a frameshift in human that results in a much longer ORF capable of
producing a 121-amino acids-long protein. Both the chimp and macaque sequences have a stop codon
after only 42 potential codons. (C ) Alignment of the region around the critical human enabler-mutation
with similar nucleotide sequences from the syntenic regions in chimp, and macaque and sequence traces
from gorilla, gibbon, and orangutan. For gorilla, gibbon, and orangutan the trace database accession
number is shown on the right. The disabler is also shared by gorilla and gibbon indicating it is ancestral.

spanning the shared disabler. Each of the disablers shared by chimp
and macaque is also shared with gorilla (Gorilla gorilla) and gibbon
(Nomascus leucogenys), and two are also shared with orangutan
(Pongo pygmaeus albelii; one was not shared) (Table 1). In all cases
there is high sequence quality (Supplemental Fig. S1). Shared sequence differences between chimp, macaque, and other primates
are likely to be ancestral rather than independent parallel mutations, and so, we infer that the ancestral sequence was noncoding.

Human–chimp sequence divergence
We measured the sequence divergence of these human ORFs compared to chimp to search for clues as to the presence and nature
of constraints acting on their evolution. We examined the alignment of the human and chimp nucleotide sequences (Figs. 2–4)
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sense’’ genes will produce at least one
protein. However, the chances of sequencing this aberrant protein are slight. The
identification of each of these peptides
in multiple experiments demonstrates
that the proteins have been translated
and produced in sufficient abundance to
be detectable in the protein sequencing
survey, and so we infer they are present at
ample levels to have an impact on the
cell.

Human population polymorphism
In addition to the standard human genome sequence, several individual genomes have been completely sequenced
(Levy et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2008; Wheeler
et al. 2008). We examined each of the human genome sequences available through
Ensembl for the presence of the critical enabling sequence difference that we
had identified in the standard genome
sequence (Table 1). There was no polymorphism at this site in any of the available data for any of the genes.
We also checked HapMap for single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within each of these ORFs (Table 1). A total of
five SNPs were identified in the coding
regions of these genes, three of them
nonsynonymous. With such small numbers of SNPs there is no statistical power
to test alternative evolutionary models,
such as the action of selection or constraint.
Evidence of a selective sweep around
these loci would further support the functionality of these genes in human if it
were found. However, we did not detect
Figure 3. Sequence changes in the origin of C22orf45 from noncoding DNA. As in Figure 2: (A)
any such evidence. We queried the analRegion of conserved synteny between human and chimp chromosomes 22. One gene in this region,
ysis of the HapMap phase II data available
C22orf45, had no BLASTP hits in any other genome and is shown in green. (B) Multiple sequence
through Happlotter (Voight et al. 2006)
alignment of the gene sequence of C22orf45 and similar nucleotide sequences from the syntenic loand found that none of these loci was
cation in chimp and macaque. The arrow indicates the location of an in-frame stop codon shared by
chimp and macaque that would result in premature termination (red box) irrespective of the other
detected by genome-wide screening of
disablements. The codons highlighted with a yellow box indicate the stop codon including all disHapMap data for evidence of recent posablements (indels) in chimp and macaque for the reading frame starting from the same location as the
itive selection. Williamson et al. (2007)
human start (note the ATG start codon is absent in macaque and that the frameshifts mean the hyconducted a genome-wide search for evipothetical protein sequence is drastically altered). (C ) The disabler is also shared by gorilla, orangutan,
and gibbon indicating it is ancestral.
dence of complete selective sweeps and
listed the top 101 regions with the strongest evidence for a recent selective sweep.
Importantly, not only do these peptide sequences confirm the
None of the genes discussed in this letter falls within 100 kb of any
presence of a protein product, they also confirm that the human
of the proposed centers of these sweeps (the reporting threshold
protein coding sequence extends beyond the critical shared disadopted by the authors), but CLLU1 is about 250 kb away from
ablers of other primates, i.e., that the unique coding sequence
a sweep detected in the Chinese samples. Neither of the other
granted by the enabling human-specific sequence differences is
genes was within 10 Mb of any of the detected sweeps.
actually translated (Figs. 2–4; Table 2). In particular, the humanspecific enablers are spanned by the sequenced peptides in
De novo origins of at least three human protein-coding genes
C22orf45 and DNAH10OS (Figs. 3, 4).
from ancestrally noncoding DNA
Nonsense mediated decay (NMD) requires one round of
translation in order to recognize any premature termination
The genes coding for the three proteins, CLLU1, C22orf45, and
codons (Stalder and Muhlemann 2008). Therefore, even ‘‘nonDNAH10OS, are novel human-specific genes supported by several
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2006). The authors also noted that the
coding capacity is not conserved in
mouse and chimp (Buhl et al. 2006). The
role of this gene in chronic lymphocytic
leukemia is not clear, but it has been
suggested as a therapeutic target (Buhl
et al. 2006). The sequenced peptide from
this locus was identified in plasma pooled
from dozens of healthy individuals (according to the database notes). Our analysis has shown that the CDS is disabled in
chimp, gorilla, gibbon, and macaque and
is enabled in human by a 1-base-pair (bp)
deletion, which shifts the reading frame
and extends the potential protein with
respect to the ancestral state (Fig. 2). Surprisingly, orangutan also shares this 1-bp
deletion due to a probable parallel mutation. If the ancestral primate sequence
was coding, then we would need to infer
that an identical 1-bp insertion occurred
in four lineages independently, whereas if
we infer the presence of the disabler in
the ancestral sequence, then we must
infer two independent 1-bp deletions.
The inference that the ancestral sequence
was noncoding is a more parsimonious
explanation of the data, even without
considering that the parallel insertion
of a specific base into an identical location is probably less likely than the parallel deletion of one base. Furthermore,
the macaque orthologous DNA harbors
several other indels, which support the
inference that the ancestral sequence was
noncoding.

Figure 4. Sequence changes in the origin of DNAH10OS from noncoding DNA. As in Figures 2 and 3:
(A) region of conserved synteny between human and chimp chromosomes 12. One gene in this region,
DNAH10OS, had no BLASTP hits in any other genome and is shown in green. (B) Multiple sequence
alignment of the gene sequence of DNAH10OS and similar nucleotide sequences from the syntenic
location in chimp and macaque. If the ORF began at the same position as the human start codon (note
the start codon is present in chimp but absent in macaque), the macaque hypothetical protein sequence
would be very different from the human protein due to frameshifts and would terminate at the stop
codon indicated in yellow. The arrow indicates the location of a 10-bp indel shared by chimp and
macaque that would result in premature termination irrespective of the other disablements. (C ) The
disabler is also shared by gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon indicating that this is a human-specific 10-bp
insertion.

lines of evidence: Their expression has been verified by high
quality data; their translation has been confirmed by the sequencing of short peptides unique to these proteins; the longest
alignable chimp ORF is less than 50% of the length of the human
ORF; the absence of coding capacity in the ancestral sequence is
confirmed by the sharing of a disabler between chimp, gorilla,
gibbon, and macaque; and multiple additional disabling sequence
differences are present in macaque. There are also no known disabling human polymorphisms at these loci.
These novel genes are not well characterized and only chronic
lymphocytic leukemia up-regulated gene 1 (CLLU1) has been discussed in the literature. It was originally recognized as a highly
expressed gene in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (Buhl et al.

Mechanism of de novo gene origin

We hypothesize that there are at least two
steps in the evolution of a novel proteincoding gene from ancestrally noncoding
DNA. The DNA must become transcribed
and it must also gain a translatable ORF.
These steps may occur in either order so
that a transcribed locus that does not
originally encode a protein, perhaps even
an RNA gene, may acquire an ORF. Alternatively, a new ORF, once created by
mutation, may become transcribed, for example, through the
serendipitous use of a nearby existing gene promoter.
Here we have documented particular DNA sequence changes
in the evolution of three human-specific ORFs and have demonstrated in each case that at least one critical mutation that enables
the ORF is human-specific because an identical disabled state is
found in chimp, gorilla, gibbon, and macaque. We cannot, at
present, determine whether the ORF originated before or after
expression was acquired because EST coverage is so low for chimp.
However, such an analysis would not be informative in any case
because we are sure that chimp cannot produce any of these proteins; so, irrespective of RNA expression, the protein-coding gene
can only be present in human.
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Table 2.

Peptide support for genes

Gene name
CLLU1
C22orf45

Codon position
of shared disabler
41
115

DNAH10OS

76-79

Peptide database
referencesa

Location
in protein seq

BLASTP
hitsb

TBLASTN
hitsc

PeptideAtlas: PAp00140670
PRIDE: 69; 73; 74; 75; 76;
8653; 8667
PRIDE: 8668; 8672
PRIDE: 8670a
PRIDE: 8670b

101
102

Self (0.41;10)
Self (9e-04; 14)

—
—

137
75
94

Self (2e-08; 18)

Self (0.069)
Self (8.8)
Self (3e-05)

Peptide match
HIIYSTFLSK
PCSNGGPAAAGEGR
WQGCTRPALLAPSLATLK
NPHSWGIKAHGLR
LERCMVPESEWAPWQPQLPCEPK

d
d

a

Database name and experiment numbers or identifiers.
BLASTP search (with E-values < 10) against the GenBank nonredundant protein database (E-value and number of identities of the match are shown
in parentheses).
c
TBLASTN search against the human genome (E-value is shown in parentheses).
d
Not in NCBI nonredundant database.
b

It has previously been noted that lineage-specific, presumably
novel, genes have a greater tendency to overlap existing genes
(Makalowska et al. 2007). Furthermore, functional retrogenes,
which are duplicate genes generated by reverse transcription of
mRNA, but include none of the original untranscribed regulatory
signals, may acquire transcription through recruitment of promoters of fortuitous neighbors or through de novo promoter
evolution (Kaessmann et al. 2009). All three novel genes discussed
here, CLLU1, C22orf45, and DNAH10OS, are overlapping other
genes on the opposite strand. This close proximity to other genes
probably allows the novel genes to exploit existing expression
machinery, though potential promoter regions are not well annotated at present. The region around the CLLU1 gene on chromosome 12 has a high number of ESTs from B cells, indicating
that this region is particularly accessible to transcription (Buhl
et al. 2006) and this property is likely to have facilitated the expression of the new ORF. Furthermore, the ENCODE project results
showed that a high fraction of the genome is likely to be transcribed (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007), so acquisition of
transcription may not be a significant hurdle in the evolution of
new genes.

identified three reliable cases of de novo gene origination in the
human genome where the syntenic region in chimp and macaque
was not disrupted by inversions or sequencing gaps and did not
have the capacity to produce a similar protein. From our results we
estimate that only about 4000 human genes were amenable to this
analysis (i.e., the syntenic region was identifiable, intact, and
without unidentified ORFs). We identified three reliable cases of de
novo gene origination in these 4000 genes. Without considering
the requirement for expression support for the human genes, we
can therefore estimate that the frequency of novel protein-coding
genes in the human genome is about 0.075%. If the human genome
contains ;24,000 genes, then we expect that close to 18 genes have
originated de novo since the divergence with chimp. As the data
become more complete it will be possible to search for more cases.
The three genes reported here are the first well-supported
cases of protein-coding genes that arose in the human lineage and
are not found in any other organism. It is tempting to infer that
human-specific genes are at least partly responsible for humanspecific traits and it will be very interesting to investigate the
functions of these novel genes.

Methods
Concluding remarks
This is the first rigorous and genome-wide search for evidence of
new protein-coding human genes, which have evolved de novo
from ancestrally noncoding sequence. Prior to this study, there
were few reports of novel gene origination by this mechanism and
none identified human-specific genes (Levine et al. 2006; Begun
et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008; Toll-Riera et al. 2009).
The novel proteins identified in this study are all short, encoded by
an uninterrupted ORF, are supported by expression data, and the
corresponding regions of chromosome where the ortholog is
expected to be found in chimp and macaque harbor disabling
mutations, which mean that the protein cannot be produced. For
all three of these genes, one disabler is shared between chimp,
gorilla, gibbon, and macaque indicating that the primate ancestor
did not have the protein-coding gene. Translation of the genes is
also confirmed by the detection of short sequenced peptides.
Although we also performed the complementary analysis
looking for novel chimp genes, no reliable cases were identified,
possibly due to lower genome sequence quality and humangenome–centric-genome annotation practices.
Because of the extremely strict criteria used in this study to
avoid false positive results, the number of newly arisen human
protein-coding genes is probably higher than found here. We
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We performed an all-against-all BLASTP search of all human,
chimp, and macaque proteins from Ensembl (Hubbard et al. 2007)
v 46 with an E-value threshold of 1 3 10 4. We defined unambiguous orthologs as reciprocal best hits between any pair of
genomes where there was no other hit with an E-value within
a range of 1 3 103. Synteny blocks were constructed, anchored on
these unambiguous orthologs, where the gap between anchors was
no more than 10 genes in either genome. Local differences in gene
order were permitted within this range.
Likely orthologous ORFs at the expected location were defined as BLAT (Kent 2002) or SSearch (Pearson and Lipman 1988)
sequence matches, where the translated sequence had $90%
identity with the human protein in each of the exons and no inframe stop codons in the first half of the alignment, and where any
inferred introns were at least 18 nucleotides (nt) long (very short
introns of 1–5 bp are frequently inferred by automated pipelines to
avoid frameshifts and to force a match, but there is no evidence for
splicing of introns of less than 18 nt [Gilson and McFadden 1996]).
In some cases an ortholog was annotated by Ensembl in more
distantly related vertebrates. We examined these cases to determine if these may be old genes that were inactivated in some
primates. Some of these proposed orthologs had multiple implausibly small introns, and we discarded these as potential orthologs.
For example, the current Ensembl release proposes a Mouse lemur
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ortholog of CLLU1, but the gene sequence includes many disablers
(indels and stop codons), which were dealt with by the automated
gene prediction pipeline by inferring five introns of less than 3 bp
long in this ‘‘gene.’’ These are not plausible introns and we conclude that this locus cannot produce a protein in this organism.
Otherwise, where Ensembl proposes a plausible ortholog we
inferred that the human gene is an old gene with several parallel
inactivations in vertebrate genomes.
The breakdown of the candidate genes was as follows: 644
human genes had no BLASTP hit in chimp, these are the initial
candidates; 425 had a sequence or assembly gap (as large as the
gene) in the chimp expected location; 150 had a plausible ortholog in the chimp expected location; 36 had a gap in the macaque
expected location; six had smaller gaps in chimp or macaque that
appeared to overlap the gene (i.e., we observed partial nucleotide
similarity ending in a gap and the gene may be present though
only partially sequenced); seven human genes were deemed to be
possible annotation artifacts (e.g., absence of methionine or implausibly small introns); and one candidate had a possible ortholog
in Xenopus. This leaves 19 candidates of which 16 had an uninterrupted (though unannotated) ORF in chimp or macaque of at
least 50% of the length of the human ORF.
The DNA sequence of the human genes was aligned with DNA
from the syntenic location in chimp and macaque using MultiPipMaker (Schwartz et al. 2000) and manually curated and visualized using JalView (Clamp et al. 2004).
Peptide matches in PRIDE and PeptideAtlas databases were
identified by searching with the gene name. The search returns
experiment details (experiment numbers are listed in Table 2)
where each experiment involves the fractionation and sequencing
(by mass spectroscopy or other methods) of short peptides. One
experiment might identify peptides from thousands of different
proteins. We extracted the peptides from the database and confirmed that they match the protein sequence of the gene of interest
and we also used BLASTP and TBLASTN to confirm their specificity.
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